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INTRODUCTION

The approach of the Statistical Rpporting
Service (SRS) for using LANDSAT remote sensor data
is to use it as an auxiliary variable with
existing
operational
ground
surveys.
SRS
objectives have been to investigate the use of
LANDSAT data to bnprove crop-acreage estimates at
several levels for which acreage statistics are
needed; such as counties,
p,roups of counties
such as Crop Reporting Districts (CRO's), and
entire states.
To determine the
feasibility
of
thesp
objectives, the Illino~s crop-acre~e experiment
was established in 1975. The experiment employs
LANDSAT data for the state of Illinois and data
from SRS's June Enumerative Survey (JES) for
Illinois. The JES data was collected and edited by
the Illinois Cooperative Crop Reportin~ Service.
In oodition the .JES data was supplemented by
monthly-updates conducted throughout the growin~
season
and
by
low-altitUde
color-infrared
photography for 202 of the 300 JES segments in
Illinois.
This paper describes:
1. The statistical methodolop,y for the
auxiliary use of LANDSAT data to estim~te crop
acre<3!1;es,
2. The procedure for desil!.ninp;the pixel
classifier which is requirP.d by this methodolop;y,
and

3. Results obtained
by
applying
this
methodology for three LANDSAT frames in western
Illinois.
Software systems have been developed jointly
by SRS and the Center for Advanced Computation of
the University of Illi~ois which implement the
estbnation methodology.
The use of LANDSAT data as an auxiliary
variable developed from a realization that using
LANDSAT data as a survey variable produces biased
estbnates. The t~ major types of bias in lIsinp;
LANDSAT data as a survey variable are:
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1. Mensuration biases due to the larp,epixel
size of the LANDSAT data (57m x 79m), and
2. Classifier-related procedural biases due
to different discrimination functions (linear or
Quadratic), training sets, prior probabilities,
and classification categories used in the design
of the classifier.
II. STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHOOOLCX;Y
A.

DIRECT EXPANSION ESTIMATION (GROUND DATA ONLY)

Aerial
photography
obtained
from
the
Ap,ri~lltural Stabilization
and
Conservation
Service is pt~to-interpreted using the percent of
cultivated land to define broad land-use strata.
For example, the stratum definitions for Illinois
are p;iven in Table 1.
Within each stratum, the total area
is
divided into Nh area frame units. This collection
of area frame units for all strata is called an
area sampling frame. A simple random sample of n
h
units is drawn within
each
stratum.
The
Statistical Reporting Service then conducts a
survey in late May, known as the June Enumerative
Survey (JES).
In this general purpose survey,
acres devoted to each crop or land use are
recorded for each field in the sampled arpa frame
units. Intensive training of field statisticians
and
inteviewers is conducted provid~ng rigid
controls to minimize non-sampling errors .
The scope of information collected on this
survey is much broader than crop acreage alone.
Items estimated from this survey include crop
acres by intended utilization, p'rain storage on
farms, livestock inventory by various
weight
categories,
and
agricultural labor and farm
economic data.
Let h = 1, 2, ..., L be the L land-use strata.
For a specific crop (corn, for example) the
estimate of total crop acreage for all purposes
and the estimated variance of the tot?l are as
follows:

= Total corn acres for a state (Illinois,
for example) .
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Note that we have not Yl'tmade use of an
auxiliary variable such as classified LANDSAT
pixels. The estimator in (1) is commonly called a
direct expansion estimate, and we will denote this
by

DE = 11,408,070 Acres
Relative Sampling Error = 2.4~ =

Soybeans YDE = 8,569,209
~
Relative Sampling Error = 2.9~ = ~v(Y) /

Y

REGRESSION ESTIMATION (GROUND DATA
AND CLASSIFIED LANDSAT DATA)
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Xh = the aver~e number 0thPixels of com
per
sample unit in the h
land-use stratum
nh
= t xh/nh.
j=l
hj = number of €~xels classifil'd as cO£R
in the j
sample unit in the h
strata.
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Xhi = number of pixels classified as corn
i~ the i h area frame unit of the
h h strata.
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As an example, for the state of Illinois in
1975, the direct expansion estimates were:
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The estimated (large sample) variance for the
regression estimator is
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where 2
coefficient
of
determination
rh = sample
between
reported
corn
acres
<l£~
classified corn pixels in the
h
land-use stratum.

The regression estimator utilizes both ground
data and classified LANDSAT pixels. The estimate
of the total Y using this estimator is:
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and so 11m v(YR) =
as r~ + 1 for fixed nh.
Thus a gain in lower variljnce properties is
substantial if the coefficient of determination is
large for most strata.
The relative efficiency of the regression
direct
expansion
estimator cCJl1pared to
the
estimator will be defined as the ratio of the
respective variances:

-

..

R.E. = v(YDE) / v(YR)

(3)

~en LANOOAT passes do not cover the entire
state on one date, it is necessary to \.«)rkwith
analysis districts (dCJl1ains) which are wholly
contained within a LANOOAT scene or pass. In this
stu:1y the analysis districts were collections of
counties wholly contained in a LANOOAT pass.
The
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estimate for the ith analysis district

regression

O(C) is the cardinality of the set C.

is

Yhi(reg) = Yhi

+

S2
k,y = variance for the corn th reported
acreap;e for
the
k
pooled
stratum

bhi (Xhi - Xhi)

and the entire-state estimate is

Li

_

=

YR =h:' Nhi Yhi(reg)'
When analysis districts are used, de~rees of
freedom for least squares regression by strata can
become snall.
Under these circumstances it is
necessary to poOth strata, and the re~ression
est~ate for the i
analysis district becomes:
Y~i(rep,) = Y~i

+

-

b~i (X~i - xki)

for k = 1, 2, •••
estimate becomes

,

Lt,

and the entire-state

Lf

Y R = t1 'l·
-.
ki YkHreg)'
I

k=l

w~Rre L* = total number of pooled strata for the
i
analysis domain and N~" X~i' x~" Y~' are
adjusted for varying sizes of ~he ~ampl~luni~! in
each stratum. (Thus, h indexes individual stratum;
whereas, k indexes pooled stratum. Consequently,
the * notation is redundant and will not be used
in the next section.)
C.

OJUN1Y

ESTIMATES USING A REGRESSION ESTIMATOR

Let Nk
numb~~ of area frame units
,c = total
in the k
pooled strata for a
set of C counties.

x
k,c

"k
t

j::1

= total number of pixels in the set
of C countiestglassified as corn
for
the
k
pooled stratLllTl
divided by Nk,C'

Then an estimate based on the regression estimator
of the total corn acreage for the C counties is:

III.
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DESIGNING A CLASSIFIEk

The pixel classifier is a set of discriminant
functions corresponding one-to-one with a set of
classification
cat~ories.
Each discriminant
function consists of the category's likelihood
probability multiplied by the category's prior
probability. If the prior probabilities used are
correct
for
the population of pixels being
classified, then the resulting Bayes classifier
minimizes
the
posterior
probability
of
misclassifying a pixel for a 0-1 loss function.5
In crop-acreap;e estimation, however,
the
objective is to minimize the variance of resultinR
acreage estimates. Since minimizing the posterior
probability
of
misclassification
does
not
necessarily achieve
this
ohjective,
optimum
acreage estimation may require the use of prior
probabilities different than the optimum Bayes
set.

For
the
case
of
multivariate
normal
signatures, the category likelihood functions are
completely specified by the population means and
covariances of the cat~ory signatures. Thus, the
calculation of category discriminant functions
involves the estimation of signature means and
covariances and category prior probabilities.
Designing the classifier for this
consisted of the following steps:
1. Identification
categories.

of

experiment

classification

(4)

= ';:2
•. N:-

Nk

2. Calculation of
si~nature
means
and
covariances and category prior probabilities from
a trainin?, set of labeled pixels (called "training
the classi fier") .

- nk

k=' k,c ---n

3. Measurement of classifier performance on
a test set of labeled pixels (called "testing the
classifier").

k

(1

_ r2) (l(C)
k

1
+-+
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(Xk,c - -xk )2
n

k

t

i=l
where
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(xk' - -xk )2
1

I(C) = 1 if O(C)
< total number of
counties wholly contained in the
analysis district
= 0 otherwise

4. Heuristic optimization of the classifier
by repeating steps 1 throu~h 3 for different
numbers of categories and/or different
prior
probabilities, and then proceeding to step 5 for
the "optimized" classifier.
5. Estimation of classifier performance
claSSifying the entire pixel population.

in

Because of the availability of ground data
which supplied the location and cover type of

rw;ricultural nellis, supervisf>d Identification or
classification
ci'ltep;orie~wa~
[X)sslblf'. A
classification category WRS created for each cover
type in which the number of trainin~ pixels
exceeded a specified threshold,
usually
100
pixels.
In addition, a classification cate~ory
for surfacf>water was created using pixelS from
rivers, lakes, and ponds.
A
classifier was heur istically optimized
through a series of classification trials using
field-interior
pixels
to
train
and
all
segment-interior pixels to test.
The various
trials used different combinations of the number
of categories and the method of computing prior
probabilities. These classification trials, along
with additional details on the classifier design
procedure, are described in the next section.

IV.

ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR WESTERN ILLINOIS

The purpose of the Illinois crop-acreage
experiment is to investigate the effectiveness of
LANDSAT data to serVe as an auxiliary variahle for
crop acreage estimates. In the analysis of the
LANDSAT pass covering western Illinois, referred
to
simply
as
the
"Western
Pass",
this
investigation had three major objectives. These
were:
1. To investigate the influence or lack of
influence of vi'lriousfactors, both methodological
and geographical, on classifier performance.
2. To
compute
LANDSAT-based
regression
estimates for crop acreap,es in all counties wholly
contained in the Western Pass and for the Western
Crop Reporting District (CHO) and then compare the
precisions of these estimates to JES
direct
expansion estimates for these areas.
3. To
compute
crop-acreage
regression
estimates plus the relative s!lllplingerrors of
these estimates for the twenty-nine individual
counties wholly contained within the Western Pass.
A.

QASSIFI ER PERFORMANCE SruDY

The following factors were investigated for their
influence or lack of influence on classifier
performance:
1. Scene Domain.
The northwest Illinois
LANDSAT
scene, denoted Wl (scene 2194-16035,
August 4, 1915), and the west-central scene,
denoted W2 (scene 2194-16042, August 4, 1915) were
first analyzed separately and then collectively
within the Western Pass joined-scene, denoted
W123.
The southern scene denoted W3 was not
analyzed individually since only four segments
were on this scene.
2. Number
of Classification Categories.
This factor
investigated
the
influence
of
intra-crop
clustering
to
create
multiple

c;ltegories per croo
(MCrC)
versus
~traip,ht
supervised c1lJsterirlR with a single category per
crop (SCPC). The SCPC set of catell;oriesconsisted
of seven categories for W2 and ten categories for
Wl and W123. The MCPC set of categories consisted
of
fifteen
categories and was developed by
clustering the ten-category SCPC set of covers.
This
resulted
in
three
cate~ories
for
alfalfa--cut, uncut, and dried; two cRtegories for
hay; and two categories for oat stuhble.
3. Prior
Probabilities.
This
fRctor
investigated the effect on classifier performance
of using "different prior probabil ities" for the
classif~cation
categories.
Strictly speaking,
there IS only
one
correct
set
of
prior
probabilities for a given geographical region.
Using "different prior probabilities" actually
means using different weighting factors for the
likelihood prObabilities in the class discriminant
functions. The two sets of prior probabilities
which were studied were using priors proportional
to expanded reported acres, denoted PER, and using
equal priors, denoted EP.
4. Training/test da~a sets.
This factor
investigated the data sets on which the classifier
was trained and tested. The following methods were
employed to allocate the LANDSAT data associater1
with JES segments between the traininp' and test
data sets:
a. Resubstitution,
in which all of the
segment data, denoted NB for "not backgrounr1", was
used to both train and test the classifier.
b. Sample partition, in which the classifier
was trained on a 5~
sample of segment fields,
denoted FLDS, and then tested on all of the
segment data.
c. Jackknifing, denoted JK, in which the
training set was 3/4 of the data and the test set
was the remaining 1/4. This allocation
was
repeated four tUnes so that the union of the four
test sets was the entire collection of segment
data.
The
jackknifing technique used wgs that
referred to by Toussaint as the Pi-method.
Thus,
four separate estimates of classifier performance
were obtained and then averaged to yield the
jackknife estUnate.
There are two reasons why the training/test
factor was of interest. The first reason was the
desire to minimize the
work
involved
with
evaluating a classifier. The resubstitution and
s!lllplepartition methods are easy to perform but
are known to prodlce biased evaluations of the
classifier in small samples. On the other hand,
the jackknife is known to give i1 less biased
evaluation but also involves slDstantially more
work
to
perform.
Consequently, if in this
investigation the three methods give
similar
results, then in future experiments of the same
size
or
larger
the
much-easier-to-apply
resustitution and sample partition methods will be
compared.
If there is no difference between the
resubstitution and sample partition methods then
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these wi 11 be used
investigated.

ann jackkni fin~ will not he

The second reason for investigatin~ this
factor
was to study the sensitivity of the
classifier to the selection of the training data.
This
was
the
purpose of performing sanple
partition and then comparing the results with
those from the other two methods of classifier
evaluation.
5. Strata poolings.
Table 2
shows the
distributIon of JES segments by stratum for W1,
W2, and W123. As can be seen, a number of strata
have zero or very few segments in them. Thus, it
was necessary to pool a number of strata together
and then compute Yh(
) on the pooled strata.
Three different strata ~lings
were tried and are
denoted by the pooled strata ~iven in Table 2.
The purpose of the classifier performance
study was to investigate the influence of the
above
factors
on
classifier
performance.
Traditionally, the performance of a classifier has
been measured in terms of its confusion matrix of
percents correct and commission error
rates.
However, if a classifier is being used to estimate
crop acrea~es, then it should be evaluated in
terms of how well it does exactly that. Thus, the
classification objective is to minimize
the
variance of the resulting regression estimates,
and as shown in equati~n (2) this is accomplished
by maximizing the rh's (r-squares). Hence, to
compare classifier performance
on
the
same
stratum, the respective r-squares were canpared.
For multi-strata regions, classifier performances
were
compared
in
terms
of
the
relative
efficiencies (equation (3) ) of the resulting
estimates.
Two types of relative efficiency were
calculated. The first type, denoted RE1, was
calculated with respect to the direct expansion
estimator which uses the same poolings as the
regression estimator.
RE1 measures the ~ain in
terms of lower variance, of
the regression
estimate over the ~
JES direct expansion
estimate.
Of course this doesn't take
into
account
the
strata in the direct expansion
estimate. However, a second type of relative
efficiency,
denoted RE2, was calculated with
respect to direct expansion over the 11-12-20-30
pooling.
Thus RE2 measures the gain, in terms of
increased precision, of the reKression estimate
over the unpooled JES direct expansion estimate.
Counting the different strata ooolings as
separate
trials,
thirty-four
separate
classification trials were performed
in
the
classification
performance study.
Even this,
however, is far short of the number of trials
required
for
a complete factorial analysis.
Nevertheless, the influence of each factor on
classifier performance can be determined but only
on a subset of the levels of other factors.
The
factor
levels
for the different trials are
summarized in Table 3.

Table 4 compilres the r-squores ann perCl'rlt:'l
correct
for
<,:orn in twenty-seven
of the
classification trials. The MCPC and JK triills are
not included in this table. Items of note in this
table are:
a. Percents correct are greater for PER
prior~ than for equal priors, but for r-square the
opposlte is true.
h. TraininR on a 50~ sample of fields yields
r-squares very close to those for traini"R on NB.
c. r-square is very small in stratum 20.
d. The r-squares in Wl are generally larger
than the corresponding r-squares in W2. W123 is
in-between but closer to W2 than Wl.
Table 5 presents the relative efficiencies
for corn for the same twenty-seven trials. As
expected, REl and RE2 have the same rankings
across factor levels as noted for r-square in
Table 4. An interaction between domain location
and the optUnum strata pooling can be noted. In
Wl and W123 the 11-12-20-30 pooling is optUnum for
RE2, but in W2 the 10-50 pooling is best.
A possible explanation of the effect of
domain location on classifier performance is that
scenes W1
and
W2
are
markedly
different
agriculturally.
These differences are exhibited
in Table 6 which indicates the amount of land in
Wl, W2, and W123 devoted to various levels of
agricultural activity.
Tables 7 and 8 present results for soybeans
for twenty-seven of the classification trials.
Unlike corn, the effect of different priors on the
cl~ssification results for soybeans
is very
Slight, with PER being slightly better than EP.
Again, an interaction between location and the
optimum strata pooling for RE2 is exhibited and
the nature of this interaction is different 'from
that observed for corn.
Table 9 presents the results of trial JK in
which jackknife training and testing is used.
Table 10 compares the results of this trial to the
corresponding resubstitution trial (Trial W123.2).
The jackknife and resubstitution r-square values
are quite similar, the major dissimilarities bein~
for
toose
cover
types
which
have
large
coefficients of variation and small r-sfluares in
Table 9.
This suggests that for sufficiently
large sample sizes, the resubstitution method will
yield r-square values whose biases are acceptably
small.
Table 11 compares MCPC versus SCPC.
For
corn, MCPC is superior; whereas for soybeans an
interaction with type of priors can be noted. For
the soybeans EP case, SCPC is better.
On the
other hand, for soybeans PER the MCPC method is
superior.
Finally,
Table
12 compares
classifier
performance for all covers and two different
priors. Items of note are the low r-square ~nd
REl values for minor crops and the fact that no
single type of prior probability, neither EP nor
PER, is optimum for every cover.
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B. Large-area Estimates
The relative efficiencies obtained in the
classification trials indicated that the auxiliary
use of LANDSAT data can reduce the variance of
acreage
estimates
for
corn
and soybeans.
Consequently, the rep,ressionestimates for the~e
crops were calculated for the nine-county Western
Crop Reporting District (CRD) and for the entire
twenty-nine county region contained in the Western
Pass.
These
large-area est~ates
were then
compared to the corresponding direct expansion
estimates and to estimates based on the Illinois
State Farm Census.
The Western CRD is completely contained in
scene W2 and occupies about half of the W2 land
area.
Regression estimates for the CRD were
calculated by first classifying all pixels in W123
with the classifier from classification trial
W123.2; Le.,
EP, SCPC with ten crops,
and
training on NB in W1 + W2. The classification
results for only those pixels in the Western CRD
were then used with a 10-50 strata pooling to
compute the Xk
values for equation (4).
,c

between 15 and 20~ on a county-by-county basis in
northwest Illinois. The exceptions were Jo Davies
county (34'-'C.V.), which is almost
entirely
stratum 20, and Peoria county (24~ C.V.), which is
largely urban.
The h~h
C.V. 's in stratum 20 are to he
expected due to thP very nature of this stratum.
Basically, stratum 20 is a "catch-a] J" stratum in
which areas of highly heterop,eneous land use arE'
placed.
In west-central Illinois the C.V.'s for corn
ranged as high as 33~ on a county-by-county basis.
Counties with the largest C.V.'s were located on
the Mississippi or Illinois rivers.
The C.V. 's for soybeans
larger than those for corn. One
as was also the case for the
that the EP classifier
is
soybeans.
V.

were considerably
reason for this,
CRD estimates, is
sub-optimal
for

SUMMARY

Table 13 compares the regression and direct
expansion estimates for corn and soybeans in the
Western CRD. For each crop the difference between
the rep,ressionestimate and the direct expansion
estimate is less than the standard error of either
estimate.
For corn the regression estimate C.V.
is 54~ of the C.V. for direct expansion.
For
soybeans, however, the regression estimate C.V. is
81~ of the direct expansion C.V. Thus, the gain,
in terms of lower variance, of the regression
estimator over direct expansion is smaller for
soybeans than for corn. One reason for this is
the fact that an EP classifier was used. The
classification trials indicate that EP is optimal
for corn but sub-optimal for soybeans.

In order to investigate the effectivenE'ss of
LANDSAT data as an auxiliary variable for crop
acreage estimates, three LANDSAT frames from an
August 4, 1915 satellite pass
over
western
Illinois were analyzed. It was observed that the
pixel classifier
used
in
the
crop-acreage
methodoloPS
was
influcenced by a number of
factors, both methodological and geographical.

Table 13 also compares the direct expansion
estimates for the Western CRD
with
acreage
estimates based on the Illinois State Farm Census.
For each crop the difference between the two
estimates exceeds 1.5 times the standard error of
the direct expansion estimate. The two estimates,
however, measure different quantities--the direct
expansion estimate
measures
standin~
acres,
whereas
the State Farm Census measure acres
harvested.

It
was
also
shown
that
small-area
crop-acreage estimates for individual counties
with
measurable
precision
are
technically
feasible.
However, the large coefficients of
variation of some of these estimates may make them
unsuitable for operational publications.

Table 14 lists acreage estimates for the
entire twenty-nine county region contained in the
Western Pass. These estimates were computed usinp,
the same classifier as that used for the Western
CRD.
C.

County Estimates

Regression estimates for corn and soybeans
were calculated for the twenty-nine individual
counties in joined-scene W123. These are listed
in Table 15 and were also computed with the same
classifier as that used for the CRD estimates.
With two exceptions the C.V.'s for corn ranged

Larp,e-area corn and soybean acreage estimates
were calculated using LANDSAT data as an auxiliary
variable for both a twenty-nine county area and a
nine-county Crop Reporting District. Significant
increases in
precision
over
ground
survey
estimates were demonstrated.
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Table 2.
Poolings

Table 1. Stratum numbers and definitions
stratum
II
description
10 intensive
ap.riculture

I

I

:

II

: 11

: 12

sub-stratUll
description
75S+ cultivated
50J - 75S cultivated

I

50

I

I

,

I

non-intensive: 20 '?S - 49S cultivated
:
ap;rieulture :, 31\
\
:
:noo:
I 32
, 33/ :urban
:agricultural:
I
,I 40 range land
:
,I 61 propoSed water (II 30)
:
I
water
/
:
I 62

Table 3.

,

dcmain II
W2 W123'
I trial I ~l
:Wl.1 II, X
:W1.2 I, X
:W1.3 I, X
:W1.4 I X
X
:W2.1 ,II
X
:W2.2 I,
X
:W2.3 I
X
:W123.1;
X
:W123.2:
X
:W123.3:
X
:W123.41,
X
:JK
I
I

Introduction
to
Analysis, New York:

Godfried T.,
"Bibliography
on
of
Misclassification",
IEEE
on Information
Theory,
Vol.
(July, 1914), pages 472-79.

Sample Sizes within Strata and

'or~inal
stratum
11
12
20

31
32
33

Strata

: iI seglll!nts*: pooled ~tratUll tI
Wl W2 W123: 0 10-50 11-12-20-30
30 16 44 :0
10
11
6 10 16:0
10
12
5 11 17 :0
50
20
2 1 3
:0
50
30
1 0 1
:0
50
30
o 0 0 :0
50
30

iJ'

o
o

40

61

1
1

1
1

:0
\0

50
50

30
30

*Wl and W2 entries are on an entire scene basis.
W123
entries
are for the counties wholly
contained in Wl+W2+W3.

Surrlll3ry
of Classifier Performance Study

I
I
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I
I
I
I

I
I

I

T.W.,
An
Statistical

Multivariate
Wiley, 1958.

factor
categories : riorsl
SCPC MCPC' P PER'
X
XI10
XI10
X
XI10
X
X/l0
X
X
Xl7
X/7
X
X/7
X
, X
X/l0
I
X/l0
I X
X/15: X
X115: X
I
XI10
I X

train/test: strata
NB F1.DS JKI poolings
X
lall 3
:poolings
X
,
X
I
,,
X
,I
X
I
X
I
I
I

X

,,

X

,
I

X

X
X

lall 3
:poolings
X :pooUnp; 0

Table 4.
Sanple coefficients
of determination
percents correct for corn in SCPC classifications

,,

(r-squares)

and

,

I
,
strat\.ll1
r-square
I
:analysis: train!:
10-50
11-12-20-30
'district' test
priors
11 12 20
0 , To 50
30
loll
NB
EP
.83 :.80 .36 .86 .62 .09 1.00
PER
.64 :.56 .50 .65 .60 .06 .95
,

,

FLDS

,
I

,

~

I

I

:correct*:
, 54
I
I
,, 88
,
,
I

I

EP
PER

,
,
.84 :.82 .31 .1\9 .57 .15 1.00 , 57
H4
.70 .62 .51 .72 .56 .07 .97

EP
PER

.63
.41

I

,

I

I

I

I

I
I

,

I

1012

NB

.66 .19 .66 .71 .06
.55 .15 1.72 .48 .25

.28
.00

51
85

EP

:.69
I
I

101123
·Based

NB

on

:.70
:.52

,,
,

I

.-,
I

FLDS

EP
PER

NB

EP
PER

:2.66
:1.65

FLDS

EP

NB

EP
PER

I

,,

, 101123
,,
I

I

Table 6.
Distribution
population
s~ments
by
within analysis districts

of
strat\.ll1

:3.18
:1.74

4.02
2.33

4.58
2.77

1.61\
1.47

1.61
1.00

1.76
1.54

1.27
1.15

:3.16
,

,

2.03

1.91

2.13

1.67

:3.34
:2.08

2.23
1.74

1.73
1.07

2.00
1.56

2.23
1.81

,

5.5
1.8
3.1
1.1
1mJ.O

(r-squares)
Table 7. Sanple coefficients of determination
percents correct for soybeans in SCPC classifications

,

,
stratum
r-square
, 11-12-20-30
,, ~
10-50 ,,
10 50 , 11 12 20
30:correct*
,
.82 .83 :.82 .70 .98 .98
72
74
.83 .83 :.83 .72 .98 .98 I,

I

,

FLDS
1012

1.4
2.0
.8
101123

I

I

I

I

I

,
I

EP
PER

:.81
:.82
,

.82 .84
.82 .84

.82 .75 .99 .98
.82 .72 .97 .98

EP
PER

.62
.63

.60 .49
.62 .49

.73 .31 .63 .55 ,,
.73 .38 .58 .55

FLDS

EP

.63 :.61
.51
,

.73 .34 .63 .02

NB

EP
PER

.67 :.69 .49
.74 :.74 .50

.77 .44 .57 .56
.78.62.55.66

NB

and

,

,,

I

:analysis: train! :
I
:district' test II priors: 0
I
loll
NB
EP
:.81
I
I
PER :.82
I
,
,

7.2

WJ:"IT

,

I
I

I

:~ of population s~men ts
:in analysis district
I
:contained in each stratum:
strat\.ll1' loll
1012 101123
:
11
53.7
32.5
39.8
:
12
13.0
16.6
15.7
:
20
10.9
30.8
23.4
31
11.4
8.6
9.7

,m

,

I

4.20
2.44

:5.97
:3.26

I
I

,,

I

1.0
.5
.2

0
:3.03
:1.46

I

1012

I

33
40
61

I
I

RE2
pooling
I
10-50 11-12-20-30:
4.25
3.78
2.06
2.46

I

I
I

,

I

9.4

52
86

.58
.20

,,

for corn in SCPC classifications

,

I

32

,
I

I
I

.72 .21 :.78 .54 .00
.56 .18 :.67 .57 .00

RE1
pooling
:analysis: train! '
:district'
priors: 0
test
10-50
,, loll
NB
EP
:5.69
3.95
,,
PER :2.74
2.15
,
,

,,
,,

54

.53

I

all segment interior pixels, including field boundaries.

,,

I

,
I

I

.74 .30 ,:.82 .58 .12

Relative efficiencies

Table 5.

,

EP
PER

I

I

I
I

FLDS

,

,
,

I
I

I
I

,
I

I

71
74
65
63

I

,
I
I

65
63
67

·Based on all segment interior pixels, including field boundaries.
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Table 8. Relative efficiencies for soybeans in SCPC classifications
,
REl
RE2
:
, pooling
:analysis:train!
poolin~
:
10-50
o
10-50 11-12-20-30'
'district'test :priors: o
Wl
NB
4.81
5.56
EP I 5.25 5.26
4.73
PER 5.42 5.43
4.89 4.97
5.76
I
I

,
,

I

I

W2

W123

,

FLDS

EP
PER

5.20
5.41

5.25
5.42

4.69
4.81

4.81
4.96

5.62
5.14

HB

EP
PER

2.53
2.63

2.10
2.15

2.26
2.34

2.18
2.23

1.91
1.97

FLDS

EP

2.60

2.16

1.61

2.13

1.91

HB

EP
PER

2.99
3.32

2.56
2.18

2.84
3.15

2.60
2.82

2.52
2.91

Table 9. r-sQuares for jackknifed classification (W123,
SCPC, EP, pooling 0)

Table 10.
Canparison
of
jaddmifed and resubstitution
r-sQuares (W123, SCPC, EP,
Pooling 0)

,,

,

pooled-stratlJll-O
r-square
jackkniff'Rroup:
I
1
2
3
4: Avel S.E.
.002.001.195.018:
.069: .09
.134 .814 .639 .680: .1171 .01
.097 .003 .030 .2131 .086: .09
.011 .245 .042 .211: .144: .13
.000 .016 .119 .0041 .035: .06
.119 .001 .069 .109: .094: .08
.339 .304 .552 .2691 .366( .13
.518 .145 .843 .520: .611: .15
.841 .132 .062 .248: .412: .38

,
I

:
cover
:Alfalfa
:Gorn
:Dense Woods
:Hay
:Oat Stl.t>ble
:Oats
:
:Permanent Pasture:
:Soybeans
:
lWasteland
:

:
C.V. :
(S) I
132.7:
10.5:
109.2:
92.2:
163.9:
81.81
34.81
22.2:
19.9:

ltrain/test:
:
cover
JK : HB:
:Alfalfa
.069: .09:
lGorn
.717: .10:
:Dense Woods
.086: .01 :
IHay
.144: .25:
lOat Stl.t>ble
.035: .06:
lOats
.094: .15:
(Permanent PastureI .366: .36:
ISoybeans
: .611: .61:
:Wasteland
: .472: .81:
I

I

Table 11. Relative efficiencies for corn and soybeans in W123
classifications
,
,
,
,
RE1:
RE2
:
,
,
, cate- : train!: pooling:
pooling
:
o 10-50: 0 10-SO 11-12-20-30:
:cover Ipriors: gories : test
3.34 2.23 :2.00 1.13
2.23
:
:Corn
: EP : SCPCI10: NB
2.48
:
MCPCI15:, FLDS 3.90 2.54 :2.02 2.28
2.08 1.14 \1.07 1.56
1.81
:
:
: PER SCPCI 10 : HB
1.91
:
MCPC/15: FLDS 2.32 1.86 :1.20 1.61
I

,

I

I

I

I

I

I

,

I

,
,
,

I
I
I

,
I
I

,
,
I
,

I
I
,
I

:SoybeansI
,
, EP
,
,
:,
:, PER
,

I

,

I

,
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,

I

I

I

,

I

I
I

SCPCI10:
MCPCI15:,
,
SCPCI10:
MCPCI15:

,

,

I

,

HB
FLDS

2.99 2.56 :2.84 2.60
2.61 2.29 ,:2.48 2.33

2.52
2.31

:
:,

HB
FLDS

3.32 2.78 :3.15 2.82
3.39 2.84 :3.22 2.89

2.91
2.91

:
:

,

,

Table 12.
efficiencies
FU~,

r-squares
and
relative
for all covers (W123, MCPC,

Table 13. Estimated acres of corn ~nd soybe~ns in
Western CRD

Poolil1f!. 0)

,

Corn
Estimator
: Acres
Direct Expansion: 1,316,000
Regression
: 1,269, 000
Farm Census
: 1,121,000

I

I

I

Cover
:Water
:Waste
iSoybeans
:Corn
:Permanent Pasture
:Woods
IAlfalfa
:Hay
:Oats
10at Stlbble

r-s9uare:
EP I PERl
.89:

.811:

.18: .82:

.62: .11:
.15:
.32:
.02:
.05:
.20:

.51:
.35:
.24:
.13:
.10:

.14: .05:
.01: .03:

REl
EP :
8.10:
4.41:
2.61:
3.90:
1. 411:
1.01:
1.04:
1.24:
1.15:
1.00:

:
PER I
6.23:
5.45:
3.39:
2.32:
1. 51 :
1.31:
1.13:
1.10:
1.04:
1.02:

Table 14.
Estimated
Western Pass 29-c~nty

C.V. :

8.SS:
4.6S:

acres of
region

I

Corn
I
Estimator
: Acres
Direct Expansion: 4,110,150
Regression
: 4,125,400
Farm Census
: 3,653,800

the

Soybeans
:
Acres
C.V.:
562,000
13.1S:
514,100
10.6S:
688,100

corn and soybeans in
I

I

C.V. :

3.6S:
2.5S:

Soybeans
Acres
C.V.
1,539,200 7.7S
1,681,800 5.2S
1,107,400

Table 15. Regression estimates for corn and
soybeans
in individual counties in Western
Pass

,

I

County
Adans
BrOom
Bureau
Calhoun
Carroll
Cass
Fulton
Greene
Hancock
Henderson
Henry
Jersey
Jodaviess
Knox
Mason
HcDoncup;h
Mercer
Morgan
Ogle
Peoria
Pike
Rock Isl and
Schuyler
Scott
Stark
Stephenson
Warren
Whiteside
Winnebago

,
Corn
Acres
C.V. ••
166,600 211.0S:
53,100 33.4
2511,000 18.1
S6,700 25.1
126,500 17.5
91 ,700 20.3
172,100 29.0
136,800 19.2
190,500 19.3
10Q,000 17.3
276,800
17.2
85,700 21.6
108,300 34.1
174,100 19.5
129,100 21.3
162,SOO 17.4
139,800 18.1
147,200 17.6
223,000
19.0
124,000 24.0
160,100 25.7
107,000 18.7
84,000 29.0
61,100 19.9
92,000 18.2
172,100 18.6
161,800 16.5
242,800
16.2
121,500 21.5

I
Soybeans
I
Acres
C.V. :
83,600 35.3S:
24,300 SO.1
110,600 33.4
23,3000 39.9
51,200 29.6
54,100 25.5
91 ,400 37.8
76,000 24.8
14,800 36.2
TI,100 36.4
19,400 46.6
48,900 27.0
27,100 94.2
19,600 31.6
16,100 27.9
82,500 26.3
43,900 43.4
93,100 20.9
51,500 64.2
65,300 32.6
78,300 37.3
27,500 52.1
36,650 46.2
31,500 28.6
40,600 32.1
30,600 81.8
64,100 32.2
62,400 49.0
29,600 68.0
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Robert M. Ray III and Harold F. Huddleston
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Urbana, Illinois
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U. S. Department of Agriculture
Washington, D. C.

I . ABSTRACT
This paper describes remote-sensing data analysis research conducted collaboratively during the
last year by personnel of the Center for Advanced
Computation (CAC) of the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and the Statistical Reporting
Service (SRS) of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The research reported has been undertaken
by CAC and SRS to assess the practicalities of
existing high-volume earth observations data acquisition, processing, and communication technologies
such as LANDSAT, the ILLIAC IV parallel computer,
and the ARPA Network as mechanisms for improving
the accuracy of USDA annual estimates of agricultural crop acreages for geographic regions corresponding to U. S. states.
II.

INTRODUCTION

Throughout this research, our basic apPIo~ch
has been to seek an integration of ILLIAC IV '
and ARPA Network3,4 software systems developed
previously at CAC for more cost-efficient machine
interpretation of LANDSAT data5,6 with geographic
information systems implemented explicitly for
interactive digitizing, storage, and retrieval of
large quantities of crop-acreage information
collected routinely by SRS in the course of the
extensive field surveys associated with its ongoing agricultural production estimation methodology. Our primary goal has been to determine the
extent to which SRS ground survey samples may be
employed successfully as ground-truth information
for calibrating ILLIAC IV procedures for classification of LANDSAT multispectral scanner (MSS)
imagery for regions corresponding to U. S. states.
For this exploratory application of machine
processing of LANDSAT data, the state of Illinois
was selected as the basic study area. All ground-

*This research was supported in part by the U. S.
Depar~t
of Agriculture through USDA Research
Agreement No. l2-lB-04/-8-l794-X, and in part by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
through NASA Grant NGR 14-005-202.

truth information was acquired during the Illinois
1975 growing season by SRS acting in collaboration
with the Illinois Cooperative Crop Reporting Service. Digital data tapes for all 1975 late-summer,
cloud-free LANDSAT imagery over Illinois were made
available to the project by NASA's Office of Earth
Observations Programs acting in cooperation with
NASA's Ames Research Center.
In this paper we describe the overall methodology adopted for this investigation of the practicalities of LANDSAT imagery analysis for USDA
crop-acreage estimation purposes and report research findings to date. We describe the general
strategy pursued in developing a comprehensive
LANDSAT imagery analysis system of the scale
required for monitoring agricultural crop acreages
over a geographic region of the scale of the state
of Illinois.
For a region corresponding to ten
(10) western Illinois counties (a subset of the
102 counties of Illinois), we present preliminary
crop-acreage estimation results derived from
ILL lAC IV - ARPA Network analysis of LANDSAT data.
Assuming the practicality of similar analyses for
LANDSAT imagery covering the entire state, we
discuss a procedure for evaluating statistically
the information to be gained by estimating state
crop-acreage totals from LANDSAT imagery clsss:lfication results where SRS sample survey data are
used as ground-truth information for classification training as opposed to estimating state cropacreage totals directly from SRS survey data alone.
III.

GROUND DATA COLLECTION,
AND RETRIEVAL

STORAGE,

In support of this research project, all cropacreage information collected by SRS within the
state of Illinois in the course of its 1975 crop
and livestock surveys was retained and reformatted
for use as ground-truth information for calibration of LANDSAT imagery analysis systems.
These
data contain complete descriptions of all agricultural and non-agricultural fields, i.e., areas of
homogeneous land cover, for all ownership tracts
within each of 300 area segments of the SRS
national survey sample that fall within the state
of Illinois.

'"

In accordance with SRS survey procedures,
these 300 area segments had been selected earlier
with respect to strict statistical sampling
criteria and hence, while allocated heavily to
agricultural terrains, may be considered randomly
distributed throughout all land in the state. Each
area segment corresponds to a geographic area of
approximately one square mile. Each segment typically contains multiple ownership tracts with numerous fields ranging in size from several-acr~
farmsteads, ponds, and forested areas to aeveralhundred-acre agricultural fields.

task is being accomplished using graphics data
tablet digitizing equipment connected via the ARPA
Network to interactive DEC PDP-lO computers at
Bolt, Beranek and Newman (BBN) in Boston. Data
tablet digitizers at CAC are connected directly to
the ARPA Network through CAC's own ANTS (ARPA Network Terminal System) computer facilities.
SRS
digitizing equipment has been linked to BBN computer systems via dial-up telephone line connection
to ARPA Network node facilities at the National
Bureau of Standards in Gsithershurg, Maryland and
at Fort Belvoir, Virginia.

Following standard SRS survey practices,
throughout the summer of 1975 ASCS aerial photographs (at a scale of 8" = 1 mile) were taken by
survey enumerators to the location of each segment
and used for delineation of all current field
boundaries.
Field boundaries for all tracts of
all segments were monitored continually throughout
the summer in conjunction with June, July, August,
and September surveys conducted by SRS personnel.
Field boundary changes from month to month were
recorded using a color-coded marking system.

All agricultural field boundary digitizing is
being accomplished using an interactive DEC PDP-IO
data tablet software system developed at CAC explicitly for takeoff of SR~ crop-acreage data
recorded on aerial photos.
This interactive data
tablet software package was implemented as an
extension of the EDITOR system -- a general PDP-lO
LANDSAT imagery analysis system developed previously at CAC as an interactive ARPA Network interface
to LANDSAT image interpretation procedures available on the ILLltC IV computer at NASA's Ames
Research Center.

All crop-acreage data recorded by field enuerators on ASCS photos and interview forms were
rechecked independently for conaiatency by peraonnei of the central off ices of the 1111nois Cooperative Crop Reporting Service In Springfield.
All
crop-acreage data contained on survey forms were
put into machine readable format. Output from this
process consisted of a computer lnpe for whi~h
individual recordA repreapnt crnp-" •.•.
esl<e InformHtion for all fields of all tractsl in all aeg.enta
for each of the four aurveys conducted throughout
the sUDlller.
As still another source of ground-truth information, low-altitude infrared photography (at a
scale of approximately 5" - 1 mile) was obtained
commercially for a subsample of 202 area segments.
This current aerial photography provided directly
an accurate, high-resolution picture of the agricultural crops and land uses actually existing in
late summer for the 202 segments covered. Hence,
it was possible to check the degree of accuracy
with which 1975 field boundaries had been delineated on the older ASCS photos. For those segments
for which summer 1975 photography had been obtained, field boundaries (and changes) were redrawn directly on the current photography making
reference both to data recorded by survey enumerators on ASCS photos and to features viaible directly in the current infrared photos themselves.
This
task was also done in Springfield by sas personnel.
A quantitative evaluation of the relative advantages for LANDSAT imagery classification objectives
of this current photography and the older ASCS
photography is currently being conducted by SRS.

These additional procedures added to the
EDITOR system for digitizing SRS crop-acreage data
alAO include provisions for on-line geographic
registration of all field boundaries digitized
with respect to USGS quadrangle map coordinlltf'8.
This tallk 18 donI' simply hy mounting almllltllnl'Ollsly
both photo Hnd quad map on tho artlve slIrl/lc(,
of
lht:' dota

tahlt't

x 4H")

/lnd dffl;lti:dnjl,

point ••

vi8ibli! within hoth

After digitization and geographic registration
of all segment, tract, and field boundaries delineated on anyone photo, an areal-network mask is
determined by the software system for the segment
digitized.
This segment network mask is stored as
a DEC-lO disk file in terms of a list of network
nodes and links representing respectively digitized
field corners and boundaries.
Immediately following digitization and registration of all crop-acreage data on any photo, two
line plotter displays are produced using a drum
plotter at CAC to provide a hard-copy record of
the segment mask thus created. One of these displays is plotted at the exact scale of the photo
itself and hence, by overlaying photo and plot,
the correctness of all digitized boundaries may be
conveniently checked. The other display is plotted
at the scale and cartographic projection of the
USGS quad map and by overlaying this plot and quad
map the accuracy of geographic registration may be
verified.
(See Figures 1-2.)
IV.

To make all crop-acreage data thus compiled
convenient for LANDSAT imagery analysis purposes,
all field, tract, and segment boundaries recorded
on a complete set of area segment photos (202
current infrareds and 98 ASCS photos) are presently
being digitized jointly by personnel of CAC in
Illinois and personnel of SRS in Washington.
This

06"

of seographic correspondence
the photo and quad map.

LANDSAT IMAGERY SELECTION
AND PREPROCESSING

All LANDSAT imagery collected over Illinois
during the summer of 1975 was acquired from NASA in
the form of 70 mm film transparencies and evaluated
by SRS and CAC with regard to project objectives.
Assuming ideal meteorological conditions, only

eleven (11) frames of LANDSAT imagery are required
for complete coverage of the entire state. Given
prevailing conditions, however, a total of sixteen
(16) frames of imagery acquired between the dates
of 16 July and 7 September was deemed necessary to
obtain cloud-free coverage of all of the 102
counties within Illinois. Digital data tapes and
positive film imagery (both at 1:1,000,000 and
1:500,000) were obtained for each of these sixteen
(16) scenes.

LANDSAT image files created, the digital image data
for each district is being geometrically corrected
and geographically registered to USGS topo maps
existing for the state. This task is being performed using an image skew transformation procedure
developed at CAC for efficient de-skewing and
rota~ion of LANDSAT digital data to map orientation in conjunction with other systems developed
at CAC for preci~ion geographic registration of
LANDSAT imagery.

Since one of the goals of our project is to
obtain crop-acreage estimates for the entire state
of Illinois, and since counties represent smaller
geographic units more convenient for estimation of
state-wide crop-acreages in terms of regional subtotals, it was decided to preprocess and reformat
all LANDSAT imagery acquired from NASA into a set
of image files such that each of the 102 counties
of Illinois was contained wholly and cloud-free
within at least on(' imnge file. To accomplish
this objective, thp following strategy has been
adopted.

Finally, all image files are being geographically registered to the SRS ground-truth data
available (and hence simultaneously also to the
USGS map control already associated with all
ground-truth).
This step is being accomplished in
the following manner.

Despite the vertical overlap of approximately
fifteen (15) miles between successive LANDSAT
frames of the same orbit, in many cases individual
counties falling on north and south frame boundaries are not wholly contained in anyone frame.
Hence, in numerous instances it is necessary to
compile pseudo-frames of LANDSAT digital imagery
by concatenating data records of a top portion of
one frame to data records of a bottom portion of
another frame of the same orbit. Such pseudoframes are to be compiled wherever they are necessary to achieve continuous cloud-free imagery for
a particular county.
Due to the size of counties in IllinOis, the
horizontal overlap of approximately fifty miles
between frames of successive orbits is sufficient
to insure that no county fails to lie wholly within the swath of at least one orbit. Thus fortuitously, the considerably more difficult problem
of splicing LANDSAT imagery horizontally across
orbits does not arise.
Having obtained a complete set of image files
(LANDSAT frames and pseudo-frames) such that each
county is completely contained in cloud-free
fashion within at least one image file, the complete set of 102 counties is to be subdivided among
nonoverlapping subsets of contiguous counties, one
group of counties per each image file. These
groups of counties are to be designated for project
purposes as LANDSAT imagery analysis districts.
All subsequent data management and machine processing of LANDSAT data is then to be structured in
terms of the geographic regions corresponding to
these analysis districts.
Inspection of the
imagery available suggests that for 1975 Illinois
LANDSAT imagery only fourteen (14) such analysis
districts -- ranging in size from as few as two or
three counties to as many as a dozen -- are required to provide integral-county, cloud-free
LANDSAT coverage for the entire state.
Once a comprehensive set of analysis districts
has been established and their corresponding

First, with n'spect to digital image ,"altbration information available, all SRS area segments
are located approximately in terms of dip,ital
image file row and column coordinates.
Gray-scale
displays for windows of LANDSAT data known to contain all SRS area segments are produced using a
conventional line printer and over-printing techniques. Then digitized SRS segment masks (described above) are again plotted this time at the
exact scale of the line-printer LANDSAT imagery
displays. Following manual overlay and visual
correlation of line-printer and plotter displays
on a light table, overlay positions of maximum
geographic correspondence between LANDSAT lmaRe
pixels and SRS segment masks are recorded.
(See
Figures 3-4.)
V.

LANDSAT DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEMS

As the SRS ground-truth data is digitized and
LANDSAT imagery preprocessed for each analysis
district, LANDSAT data is being analyzed collaboratively by SRS and CAC using a common set of computer facilities available via the ARPA Network.
For small-scale analyses of SRS area segment data
the EDITOR software system at BBN is used. For
specific largE'-scale I,ANDSAT image analysiS functions, the lL1.TAC IV Ilt NASA's Amef! Reflellr<,h
Center if!employed also viII the AlU'A N"lwork hut
addressed conveniently through the ~:DIT()R"YHlem
at /lBN.

All ILL lAC IV - ARPA Network image analysis
systems implemented to date have been designed and
developed in close collaboration with personnel of
the Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
(LARS) of Purdue University.
Hence all software
procedures implemented specifically for machine
interpretation of LANDSAT data follow closely
multispectral image interpre£8ti~n methods researched previously at LARS. '
Specifically, ILLlAC IV procedures are now
operational for both multivariate cluster analysis
and maximum-likelihood statistical classification
of LANDSAT image samples. The speed of the
ILLIAC IV with respect to these two image interpretation procedures has proven to be generally
two orders of magnitude faster than execution
times observed for the aame procgssing task using
the IBM 360/67 computer at LARS.

Such LANDSAT imagery interpretation capabilities availsble via ILLIAC IV batch processing,
together with the availability for classifier
training operations of the interactive image processing software of the EDITOR system, suggest that
operational crop-acreage monitoring via digital
processing of orbital remote-sensing imagery may
indeed be practical. Our project has been undertaken to assess more exactly the potentialities
existing in this area. In the next section, we
present preliminary results of one LANDSAT imagery
IInalysis experiment uslnR SRS dOtH available for n
sioRIe analY!lln dlatrIct consIst loll, of tcn (0)
counties In weslern Illinois.
VI.

within the ith analysis district (known
from sampling frame)

Yi
n
i

Yi

E

a regression estimate of the average
number of acres of the crop per area
th
segment for the i
district
the number of area segments sampled in

s

the ith district
svera~e numb(·r of acres of tht' ('rop
reported per Ilr"s st'~ment for 1111 nj

E

area segments sampled in the jtlldistrict

EVALUATION PROCEDURE

Of central importance to our experiment is the
evaluation of the extent to which regional cropacreage estimates may be improved by estimation
with respect to LANDSAT imagery classification
methods as opposed to estimation directly from SRS
survey data alone. Statistical regression techniques may be used to obtain estimates of the total
acreage of each crop type for each analysis district.12 Following estimation of crop-acreages for
all analysis districts separately, state-wide acreaRe estimates for each crop may easily be obtained
by simply summing individual dIstrict estimates.
Such estimates may be determined both with and
without use of LANDSAT classification results and
a measure of the value of the LANDSAT data may be
computed.

average number of pixels classified
into the crop per area segment for all
ni area segments sampled in the ith
district
Xi

average number of pixels classified
into the crop per segment over all
possible segments for the ith district

E

8i • the regression coefficient between Ylj
and Xi

based on the n 1 area s.'gments
j

sampled in the i

th

number of acres of the crop enumerated
for the jth segment sampled in the ith

Following ILLlAC IV classification of all
LANDSAT pixels contained within the counties making
up a particular analysis district, classification
results for each crop type will be aggregated to
obtain individual totals for all segments sampled
within the distri~t. Also, acrealle totals for each
~rop type will be d~termined for th~ entire analysIs district ItsclF.

district
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ri • correlation coefficient squared between Yij and xij for the i

and the variance for a large sample of segments is:

For the individual analysis districts, the normal
approximation for small samples is used, that is
1

V(Yi) for large samples multiplied by (1 + ~).
i

Where NiYi - total acres of the crop within all
area segments contained within the ith
analysis district
i

total number of all segments contained

district

The formulas given are appropriate for a simple random sample within each analysis district.
However, the SRS surveys are stratified by land use
categories which require that item totals, sums of
squares, and sums of cross products be weighted and
combined in order to obtain the equivalent of a
simple random sample over the entire analysis district.
An estimate of the total state-wide acreage
for each crop may be obtained by making use of the
additive property of the estimator and its sampling
error over all districts. The estimators are
f

N

th

Y

E

L

i-I

Y

i

A measure of the gain in relative efficiency
of estimation of state-wide acreage obtained by
using machine-interpreted LANDSAT data may be computed
f
E
RE

i-I
f
E

i-I

N2
i

vG

N2
i

vcYi) (1

i)
2 ni - 1
- ri) (n:3)
i

where the value of RE is expected to be greater
than 1.0. A value of RE less than 1.0 would indicate that information had been lost through use of
LANDSAT data. A value of 5.0 would indicate the
regression estimator using LANDSAT classification
results is equivalent to increasing the number of
area segments by five times if costs of acquiring
the LANDSAT data are equal to the costs of collecting the area segment data. For the single analysis
district analyzed, the information gain or loss is:

where nh is the number of area segments sampled.
These values for the first analysis district are
shown in the last column of table 5.
To date limited results are available for only
one analysis district of 10 counties in western
Illinois. A maximum likelihood quadratic classifier using the prior probabilities for 10 land
cover categories was used for classifying each
pixel into one of the 10 categories for the entire
analysis district. The prior probabilities were
calculated from the ground enumerated data in the
10 counties.
Table 1. Prior Probabilities for Land Cover Categories

Crop or land use

Corn
Soybeans
Permanent pasture
Dense woods
Alfalfa hay
Other hay
Wheat stubble
Crop pasture
Water (farm ponds & lakes)
Wasteland (no agri. prod.)
Other crops & land uses
(Training data not available):

Prior probabilities
(Survey land use
July 27, 1975)
.3282 (.3097*)
.1602 (.2297*)
.1392
.0935
.0180
.0467
.0101
.0118
.0074
.1148
.0701

*Based on 1974 crop year data from Illinois
Assessor Census

A sample of fields was selected from the segments falling in the LANDSAT image. The acres in
each crop or land use type was "expanded" to correct for varying probabilities of selecting segments. Then a sample of fields was selected
independently for each crop so that each acre (or
pixel) had an equal chance of being selected for
cover types with 80 or more fields. That ls, the
probability of /I field being selected was proportional to its expanded acres. The selection was
made from a listing of fields ordered by 6egment
numbers to help insure that fields would be spread
over the entire LANDSAT image. The number of
fields selected for calculating mean vectors and
covariance matrices are given in tables 2 and 3.
Table 2.

Number of Sample Fields by Cover Type
Number: Acres/: Total
fields: field
pixels

Crop or
cover type
Corn
Soybeans
Perm. pasture:
Dense woods
Hay
Wasteland
Alfalfa
Wheat stubble:
Water
Crop pasture

Table 3.

425
215
163
144
83
274
40
27
17
21

23.3
22.5
19.7
16.8
11.8
8.7
11.0
11.2
12.1
13.3

9026
4502
2780
2147
1069
2087
423
259
190
280

Nonborder
pixels
5604
2712
1289
784
477
920
183
86
73
119

Number of Training Fields by Cover Type

Crop or
cover type
Corn
Soybeans
Perm. pasture
Dense woods
lIay
Waueland
Alfalfa
Wheat stubble
Water
Crop pasture

Number
fields

Nonborder
pixels

50
50
25
40
16
8
40
27
17
21

1648
1107
297
453
151
492
lRl
86
73
119

The pixels for all the selected fields were
combined and treated as one large field for analysis purposes; however, only the nonborder pixels
were used in calculating the mean vector and covariance matrix.
(It is planned to investigate the
use of all fields and all pixels in developing mean
vectors and covariance matrices as well as using
equal prior probabilities in the classification.)
The estimates and their errors are based on
the 33 segments falling in the 10 western [llinois
counties comprising the first analysis district
corresponding to LANDSAT image ID#2194-l6042 of
August 4, 1975. The estimates are shown in table 4
and their sampling errors squared in table 5 for
eight agricultural land use categories.
The window
containing the 10 counties included 4,887,960

pixels and required less than 80 seconds for classification on the ILLIAC IV.
Table 4.

Estimates of Agricultural Cover Types

Crop or
cover type

Reported
acres
July 27

Regression
estimate

X

Pixel
count
1.114

These results for the first LANDSAT image are
quite encouraging. Assuming LANDSAT digital tapes
and near real-time processing of the ground and
classification data, acreage estimates of spring
planted crops could have been significantly improved for the area of this LANDSAT image by
September 1. The authors believe that similar results can probably be achieved in other areas if
the same conditions can be met; namely:

(000 acres)
Corn
Soybeans
Perm. pasture
Hay
Alfalfa
Wheat stubble
Water
Crop pasture

1286
631
533
179

1390
701
434
154

69

71
39

2105
610
678
104
14
0.3

32

10

45

o

39
28
45

Table 5. Varlanl't'f'
of Estimat"H of A!\ricultural Cover Types for 10-County Analysis District
VariVariance:
InformaCrop or
ance
re~ression: tion lIain
cover type : reported
: estimate:
or loss
:(l06acres2): (106acres2): ~
(2)
----~.~--(J)
(2)
(3)Corn
Soybeans
Perm. pasture
Hay
Alfalfa
Wheat stubble
Water
Crop pasture

17202
5880
4489
630
155
66
30
88

VII.

2459
847
1096
376
135
70
11
94

7.00
6.94
4.09
1.67
1.14
.94
2.71
.94

The LANDSAT data for major crops or cover
types (i.e., large acreages) showed significant improvements can be expected in the estimates, but
minor cover types showed little improvement or even
loss of information unless their distributions were
reasonably separated (i.e., in the measurement
space) from the distributions of the major cover
types.

excellent quality, cloud-free LANDSAT
imagery

(2)

good geographic registration of ground
segments to LANDSAT imagery

(3)

mean vector and covariance matrices for
each crop for each LANDSAT frame
(i.e., localized classifiers)

(I.)

prIor prohabi 11 tie" for ('uch LANDSAT
frame (I.e., lornllzed priora)

(5)

aufficient ground data for each ('rop for
classifier training

(6)

an adequate number of ground segments for
each LANDSAT frame to compute thp re~ression and correlation coefficients for
each crop.
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Figure 1. Example USDA/SRS Area Segment Mask Plotted
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(Shown reduced here.)
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Figure 3. Gray-scale Line-printer Display of
Digital LANDSAT Data (IR Band 4) Corresponding
a Specific USDA/SRS Area Segment.
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USE OF LANDSAT TECHNOLOGY BY STATISTICAL

REPORTING SERVICE

William H. Wigton, Statistical Reporting Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250

I.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an area sampling frame
and defines the sampling error and bias of an estimate. LANDSAT data is explained in the Statistical
Reporting Service framework and the essential components of computer classification are delineated.
A procedure is presented that utilizes satellite
data to improve an estimator with 3 percent sampling error.

The area sampling fr,
tical Reporting Service (:
estimates at both state m
addition, the use of the I
cia! for our application c
improve these crop acreage
it is essential to spend !
its function and use in gl

2.

III.

It provides a basis for the computation
of sampling errors which will be discussed in the following section.
CALCULATION

To determine the accuracy of any estimate,
one requires the population target value or the
actual number which is being estimated.
Of course,
ere available, it would not
the estimate of the target
becomes mandatory to use
evaluate an estimate.
An
illustrates the use of an
d sampling theory.
est is divided into 30,000
d a random sample of 300 is
tained and an estimate of
d by multiplying the total

The concepts of area
simple:

00 _ 100.

1.

Divide the total
N small contiguou
without any overl

2.

Select a random s

3.

Obtain the desire
units of the popu
sample blocks.

4.

Estimate the pop~G~~UU
~u~a~s oy mUltiplying the sample totals by!.
11
n

This procedure, as outlined above, is used for
crop acreage, livestock, and o~her farm data estimation, and is a dependable method. The use of
random numbers in selecting a sample from the universe accomplishes two things:
1.

OF THE ACCURACY OF AN ESTIMATE

It gives a basis for making inference
about the total production of all
farms in the U.S.

If another 300

lected, the estimate would
If the estimates do not
pm one sample of size 300 to
Ite is fairly stable. However,
y considerably, then we would
~imator has a large variance
The variation of the estimate
00 to other samples of 300
manner is sampling error.
~ sampling errors are most denere is another criterion that
is also important--the element of bias.
Bias
If there is a difference between the center
of the distribution that defines sampling error
and the true value being estimated, this difference is defined as bias.
Whether or not the true value being estimated
is at the center of the sampling error distribution is controlled by:

1.

The completeness of the sampling frame.

2.

The importance of giving every element in
the population a known positive chance of
selection.

3.

The use of high quality control standards
of enumeration and other nonsampling
errors.

If we improve the currnet estimates from the
area frame with Lfu~DSAT, then we must alter the
distribution of the possible estimates bv reducing
the spread.
IV.

4.

Technical properties of the estimators.

If the estimator that is being generated by
selecting 300 segments is centered around the true
value and the variation is small, then our one
estimate is an accurate one--one that is close to
the true value.
Often, one cannot tell about sampling errors
unless other samples of 300 segments are selected
and enumerated. However, with proper sampling
techniques the variation can be measured with only
one sample. The segment to segment variation is
used to calculate the sample to sample variation.
In essence, sample to sample variation is estimated
with only ~
sample.
From one sample, then. the sampling distribution is estimated.

APPLICATION OF LANDSAT CLASSIFICATION

Description of LA~nSAT Data
The satellite data used in this report is
LANDSAT Multi-Spectral Scanner (MSS) data and is
described in Section 3 of data User's Handbook.

The MSS is a passive electro-optical system
that can record radiant energy from the scene
being sensed. All energy coming to earth from the
sun is either reflected, scattered, or absorbed,
and subsequently, emitted by objects on earth. 1/
The total radiance from an object is composed of
reflected radiance forms, a dominant portion of
the total radiance from an object at shorter wavelengths of the electromap,netic spectrum, while the
emissive radiance becomes greater at the lnnger
wavelengths.
The combination of these two sources
of energy would represent the total spectral
response of the object. This, then, is the
"spectral signature" of an object and it is the
differences between such signatures which allows
the classification of objects using the statistical techniques about to be discussed.
Classification

Let us assume that the distribution looks like
the distribution curve illustrated in Figure 1.
We do not know where in the distribution our sample
point lies. We only know that it was drawn from
chis distribution at random. We know, also, from
the sampling procedure and the estimating formula
that the statistic is unbiased. We have a better
estimate if it comes from a distribution curve such
as Figure 2, than from a curve such as Figure 3,
because the values are clustered closer to the
center.
Figure

]J

Techniques

Let us suppose that we wish to classify a
LANDSAT frame. The way this is done in the computer is by use of discriminant functions. Computers must differentiate between crops on the
basis of reflected energy. To start, we must have
two or more crops and a sample of individual pixels for each. The problem is to set up a rule
using the !lample pixels for each crop, which will
enable us to allot some unknown crop pixel outside
the sample to the correct crop type given only the
amount of reflected energy of that pixel.
This can be formulated statistically, hut
let me introduce some notation.
If all data in a LA~DSAT frame were plotted
in a scatter diagram it might appear all Figure 4.
Figure 4. Scatter Diagram of All Values
in One LANDSAT Frame for Three Crops. C-Corn, SSoybeans, W-Water

Figure 3.

Band 7

Figure 5 shows confidence limits for above data.
Figure 5. Confidence
Limits for Data in Figure 4
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If we study Figure 5, it does not take long to
make some observations:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The location of the center of these concentric circles directly effects the
type of rule to be followed.
The data looks quite elliptical (often
this is not the case for actual data).
The spread of the data varies considerably
for the crops. Soybeans has wide variability for example.
It will be impossible to tell with certainty which crops we have, if the reflected energy comes from the overlap
region of corn with soybeans, because both
are possible.
It would be ideal if the data for each
crop were as far apart as water from corn
if the spread were as small as the spread
for water and elliptical in form and
there were no areas of overlap.

The area sampling frame is ideal because a
valid statistical estimate can be made for the
LANDSAT frame. In addition a random sample of all
possible segments is available and reflected
energy for the crop types can be determined for the
sample fields inside the segments. These signatures are estimated for the scene they are in, so
it is valid to use these values for computer training of the discriminant functions. After population scatterdiagrams have been estimated, rules
are set up to allot pixels with known energy readings but unknown crop labels to crop categories.
Rules are simple; they amount to drawing lines that
partition the space. Figure 6 shows an example of
this
Figure 6. Partioned Space
Showing Population Scatterdiagram

The rest is simple. All pixels that need crop
labels should be plotted on the partitioned space.
If they fall in partition one, give it a label of
corn, even though some soybeans will creep in;
obviously, we will do well with water.

However, it appears that these items are not
under our control. The sensor (bands and bands
Incidently, it turns out that the location
width) determines the location of the centers of the
size and shape of these population scatterdiagrc:ms
spread of points.
shift relative to each other in different scenes
and even different parts of the same scene. Hence,
The spread of the data and its contour are
LANDSAT scene to label pixels from another locale
determined by factors such as soil conditions, variis hazardous.
eties of crops, amount of fertilizer used, planting
dates, atmospheric conditions, NASA preprocessing,
There are two cases, both are quite different.
and many more things.
One is reasonable, and the other is not. Let us
divide an image into two parts. Fif!ure 7 shows a
As far as the overlap areas, where mislabeling
possible division of a LANDSAT scene.
or misclassification is inevitable, nature herself
is the problem. Some items that we would like to
Figure 7. LANDSAT Frame Divided Into Two Parts.
be able to tell apart reflect solar energy similarly. We can not change the nature of things but
simply to estimate what is there.
The best we can hope for is to estimate from a
sample the scatterdiagram of the population and
this we know how to do if we treat it like anything
else that we estimate.
We want a valid statistical estimate that re9uires a random sample from the population of interest. This requires that all parts of the population of interest must have a chance of selection
and the size must be large enough to adequately represent the population. If the population structure
is as complicated as water in Figure 4 or if esti~ates are needed that are quite accurate, as in corn
and soybeans, then, a fairly substantial sample
size is required.
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Let us imagine that we have divided Section A
into 600 small parts. We then draw a random sample
of 60 parts from the 600. This mayor may not be
truly representative. If it is, then, the reflective and emitted energy (the signature) from these
60 segments adequately represents the reflected
energy in all of Section A. We do not consider
the use of the signature in the sample of 60 segments to classify the 600, a signature extension.
This is simply a valid statistical inference. It
is a commonly misunderstood notion that one does
not have to sample from the population of interest
to make an inference, for that population.

Our area frame sample segments can be used to
estimate this relationship. The sample observations for Crop A are shown in Figure 9 and Figure
10.

Figure 9. Sample Data Points. for Crop A
Showing Relationship Retween Pixels and Acres
Crop A

Should we wish to classify crops in Section B,
it would be necessary to divide Section B into segments and draw a random sample from these segments
as representative for signatures in Section B. One
must sample the population of interest or the inference will be erroneous.
~Iodel Utilizing LANDSAT
In order to make use of LANDSAT to reduce the
sampling variation we shall first estimate the
linear relationship between classified pixels for
a crop and acres of the crop.
Figure 8 illustrates this relationship.
Figure~.
Population Relationship Between
Classification Results and Reported Acres of the
Same Crop for One LANDSAT Scene

Figure 10. Estimated Population Linear
Relationship Based on Sample Data in Figure 9
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Eigure 10 illustrates the relationship that is
needed in order to use LANDSAT results.
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This is on a per segment relationship. Therefore, we can locate a segment in LANDSAT, classify
the segment and count the pixels of Crop A. If the
pixels for Crop A turn out to be at point 1 then we
read the corresponding value on the y-axis. If on
the other hand, the classified pixels for the segment turn out to be at poInt 2 then we read that
value on the y-axis.
This procedure could be completed for each
segment in the population and we could sum up all
the segments to get an estimate using satellite
information across the whole area. However, all
this is unnecessary.
Since we know N, the total number of segments
in the LANDSAT frame, we can classify every pixel
in the frame and divide the total number of pixels
in Crop A by the number of segments in the frame.
This then would equal the average number of pixels
in Crop A for the average segment.

Pixels
Also, we know total number of pixels of Crop A
In sample segments (n). WIth this information we
Again, these relationships are population relationships that we do not know, so we wish to esti- can adjust the direct expansion estimate for the
difference between the pixels in Crop A for the
~ate them from a sample.

sample (n) versus the total of the population (N).
That is, the difference between the mean number
of pixels for the sample (n) and the mean number of
pixels for the population (N) parts is a measure of
how unrepresentative the selected sample is.
Figure 10 illustrates how the adjustments
would be made. Say a difference between the average pixels for Crop A for the sample is at point 1
and the average for the universe is at point 2.
The adjustment in acres is made on the y-axis. The
formula is:

Yreg

- Y + b (Xtotal - Xsample)

Yreg is the adjusted number of acres in the average
segment.

Yreg is then multiplied by N to get an

estimate for the total.
The variance for Y

reg

is

n -

1

2
times the variance of the direct expansion. This
regression model reduces the spread of the sampling
error distribution by a factor of (1 _ r2).
n -

In summary, we have ground data for a properly
selected statistical sample, as well as the computer
classification for the same. Thus, the necessary
information is available to adjust a full frame
classification for all systematic errors. If there
is a good linear relationship between ground data
and what the computer classifies as being on the
ground, the sampling error will be materially reduced as compared to not having remotely sensed data.
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